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Sunflower/Shower Flower Competition
The competition is on!
Lynne and the lovely ladies in the kitchen were kind enough to save some catering size tins
in preparation for our competition. Each pupil then painted their own tin, planted a seed,
watered them in and watched them grow.
With all the hard work being done, all we needed was some sunshine. Well………………sadly
all we’ve had so far is showers. Fingers crossed that the sun will come out soon and the real
competition can begin!
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Summer Half Term in 3AB
You might remember that before the Easter Holidays, 3AB had acquired some frog spawn. These were
kept in our classroom in a filtered fish tank and when we returned after the Easter Holidays, they had grown
into little Froglets. Charlotte then released them when they were fully formed. It was really great to be able
to see them grow and change from Frogspawn to fully formed frogs.
We have been working hard in maths and our
money skills – it’s been great to hear of pupil’s
who help when going to shops and counting and
sorting money at home.
Our topic this term is Water and we have
embraced all things water-based. We have
been getting crafty and creating lots of ocean
and river-based crafts – such as an aquarium,
fish tank and 3D sea creatures. A really
important message we have been learning
about and telling our other friends in school is
how we can save our planet.
We have been learning about the dangers littering can pose to animals
and creatures not only in the seas and oceans but on land too. It made us
really sad to see. We have become more diligent in class with our recycling
and trying really hard to make sure we are being “green” and eco-friendly.
Making sure we switch the lights off when we leave the room, not leaving
the taps running, putting our rubbish in the bin. We have even taken litter
pickers out with us to keep our environment tidy. We have re-potted our
sunflowers as they have grown so much – I wonder who’s will be the
tallest?
In Forest school this half term, we have enjoyed being outside and
surrounded by the beautiful woods. Ingrid has shown us how to safely start
a fire using flint. We’ve been whittling sticks and making wands, setting up a
hammock, been for walks and seen some of the wildlife including a
Deer as well as enjoying hot chocolate and snacks around the
campfire.
We’ve been focusing on healthy lifestyles; being physically healthy
and mentally healthy. We have a board where we identify how we
are feeling and there are ideas for things that can help us when
we’re feeling out of sorts.
Thank you all so much to our pupils’ grown-ups at home, you’ve
been so supportive and helpful whenever we need anything, it
really means a lot to us how lovely you all are.
Have a lovely & restful Half Term break.
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“It started with a caterpillar!”
One day in my greenhouse I found a huge caterpillar that I brought it to school to show 3RE. We
kept it and fed it and it turned into a chrysalis.
We then thought of getting some tadpoles over lockdown
and watching them GROW – as this was the theme of our
term’s topic. Lots and lots hatched from the frog spawn and
they quickly grew legs and turned into froglets. Rachel
came to feed
them during
Easter and was
greeted with
this!!

And yes, he is
sitting on a
piece of Lego!
We were able to release about 50 frogs into a member
of staffs’ pond! They videoed the release and it was
very satisfying seeing them all swim off onto their next
adventure.

During one of our lock-down zoom coffee afternoons
3RE staff told the parents we would like to try and
hatch some eggs because we had had such a
wonderful reaction from the children with the frogs.
The parents present offered all sorts of help and “operation
chick” was literally hatched.

We took delivery of an incubator and 10 eggs and
countdown began!! The children learnt it had to be kept at
37.5 degrees and it must be kept shut. The children were so
excited.
One of the parents gave us a candling light and you could
see the chick developing inside.
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We made an assembly video which we shared with
Middle school. Mr Agg and Matt Nichols were amazing and rigged up a video camera so
everything was captured for the children to see. Matt checked it during the night and residential
were also helping – it really was a family affair. We are very grateful for all the superb help we
received.
Then on the 12th May – we had a chick hatch (and all captured on video thanks to John and Matt)

The children all thought of a
possible name and then –
because we are very
diplomatic in 3RE and we
instil team work into our daily
ethic we all voted for a final
name. He was called CHIEF.
We had a second delivery –
aptly named (and voted)
CHICK but sadly he did not
survive. But the children
were amazing with this
bereavement and it was a
good learning opportunity to
discuss death. (We had
already had the conversations about can boy chickens have eggs!!)
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We got some more young chicks so Chief would not be alone – the children discussed what it was
like to be alone and how he needed a friend. So, on a Friday night Rachel drove to get some more
chicks which we called Charlie, Daisy and Dorothy or Dotty for short.

The children have absolutely loved having them in class and have held and stroked them for ages.
They chicks have now gone to their forever home with one of 3RE which is beautiful as we will be
able to see them develop and flourish. This has been the best experience for our pupils and thank
you to everyone for your support – and yes Rachel is feeling broody!
Rachel Evans
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Newsletter article about litter picking 14.05.2021
Class 3JS went on a litter picking walk with a lady from Worcestershire council, Karen.
Karen showed us different items of litter and talked about how long these items took to break
down...if at all! Some pieces of rubbish were over 60 years old.
We walked along the road near to school and filled up a big bag of rubbish. We found bottles, crisp
packets, cigarette ends, as well as lots of disposable face coverings that people have discarded and
thrown on the ground. It made us all very sad, but also proud that we had been able to pick up the
rubbish to keep our streets clean around school.
We have adopted a road and will now regularly go out and collect the rubbish.
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4AL Voices and Vision Gratitude Arch

Students across Middle School, Key Stage 4 and the Residential
department created art work for the Voices and Vision Exhibition at
Worcestershire Cathedral. The work created was on the theme of
gratitude.
Joe from 4AL has written about the process of creating this work.

We started thinking about creating work about gratitude.
I am grateful for family, school, my house and my
amazing life. To me the hot air balloons represent
student’s successes. We all worked on rainbows, rain
drops, and balloons. There was so much work from all
the students to go on the arch. When it was finished, we
were all proud. It was great to create a piece of art as
such a big team and see the plan come together.
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Cedar Class
This half term in PSHE we have been thinking about helping others and decided to do a class
project to raise money for charity. The pupils chose to raise money for Children In Need and
wanted to wash cars to do so. Staff at the Vale kindly paid for their cars to be washed by
the pupils who had a wonderful time and we did receive lots of compliments on how clean the
cars were afterwards!
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ICT Department

As Covid precautions mean that we must continue to practice Social Distancing, we have seen yet another
busy Term of Zoom and Teams meetings. This obviously brings inevitable “Technical” issues with Staff
forgetting to turn on Microphones etc and having to resort to holding up bits of paper with “we can’t hear
you!” (And sad emoji
) being waved in front of the webcam. With 300 million Zoom meetings being
held daily across the world, can you imagine how many bits of paper are being waved with this message?

As we both work across different School sites each day, we obviously come across many incidents that
make us smile, no matter how many times we see them, including a member of Staff recently shouting at
her webcam because the microphone was “OBVIOUSLY MALFUNCTIONING” – only to be shown that her
webcam was in fact unplugged, sat coiled up in a box and she had been attempting a zoom call with her
camera charger!

CLPT ICT are offering excellent training in a range of resources including Zoom so don’t be shy if you feel
you need help, just post a ticket.
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Worcester Cathedral- Voices and Visions
Class 3JS were lucky to finally go out for a trip this year!
We went to Worcester cathedral and saw the Voices and Visions exhibition.
Schools in Worcestershire have contributed some fantastic artwork, all with the theme of ‘Gratitude’. The
Vale of Evesham School have their artwork displayed amongst all the different interpretations, we were
amazed at how fabulous everyone’s art was. The medieval cloister is such an inspiring setting.
The Voices and Visions exhibition is open for the public to see between 26th June and 11th July.
We had a lovely trip and the Class team were very proud of all the young people, they were brilliant
ambassadors of our School.
Class 3JS
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Holly Head Girl

Good Morning

I leave school on the 21st of July.
I am going to Stratford college to study health and social care.
I am feeling excited about trying something different.
I have loads of memories of this school these are being in plays, assemblies, and most of all being able to
play the piano.
I will miss all my friends and the teachers.

This is a message to all my friends who aren't leaving….

Good luck, keep working hard, be positive in yourselves, try new things when you have the opportunity.
I'll be back to visit most of all I will miss you all.

from
Holly
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Adam Head Boy

I was approached by Mr. Short to put together an article for the upcoming newsletter. I have duly done as
I've been told and written some bits and pieces for said newsletter. Brace yourself for a thrilling read:
Q: When do you leave school?
A: At the end of the term.
Q: What are you going to do once you leave?
A: As I'll no longer be able to bunk off school, I'll simply have to bunk off college instead.
(Adam said with a big smile on his face).
Adam is looking forward to doing the ‘Animal Care Course and did a wonderful presentation about Chicken
Breeds for his Accreditation.
Q: How are you feeling about it?
A: A bit uncertain, to say the least.
Q: What are your best memories of school?
A: Is there such a thing?
Adam went on to say he really enjoyed the SS Great Britain Trip with Mr. Short and the Welsh Expedition
with Mrs Hooton.
Q: Is there anything you will miss about school?
A: Taking the mickey out of my teachers and friends for a variety of different reasons.
Q: Do you have a message for all the members of the school community who are still here next year?
A: Have no fear, all prison sentences come to an end, said Adam humorously.
Seriously, for the most part, the Vale of Evesham School has been a place where I have done extremely
well and enjoyed the experience.
I hope this article is satisfactory.
Yours Sincerely,
Adam, Head Boy.
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Vale of Evesham School – students volunteering
Every week, a group of students with special educational needs come to volunteer with the Heart of England Forest in
our local tree Nursery at Coughton Park. This gives learning opportunities outside the class room, in an environment
where they also feel safe, in the middle of the woods. They develop new or practice their previous learning. The
sessions are also particularly beneficial to their well-being.
The sessions are broken down to two parts. First the students are reminded of health and safety procedures such as
putting gloves on keeping safe distance etc., then they are briefed about what activities we will do during the session.
This could be collecting tree guards, removing weeds from the tree beds or seed tray, tidying up the hose pipe, raking
and disposing of mowed grass. The students usually work in groups and rotating between tasks, so they get as much
opportunity as possible to try and learn new skills.
Volunteers are very important to the Heart of England Forest. They play a crucial role in the delivery and further
development of our vision. We are always looking for new and enthusiastic volunteers to join our team.’

Thank you,
All the best
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This term in Nursery...
We have been learning about traditional tales. The children have enjoyed exploring classic fairy tales
such as Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Sleeping Beauty and The Three Little Pigs. To support their
learning, we have been building castles, looking at the difference between big and small, and huffing
and puffing on balloons just like the big bad wolf!
As we began the new term, we had some lovely new starters join our class. They have all been
exploring their new environment with interest and are already settling in to the rhythms and routines
of nursery life.
Our favourite weekly activity in nursery is Forest School and it has been wonderful to finally have some
good weather to explore the area in. Less mud and more flowers at last!
Claire
Claire Griffiths
Nursery Assistant
Vale of Evesham School
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Mini relay 2021

On Friday July 9th 2021 we held our annual mini relay for life in aid of
Cancer research UK. We started at 10am with Evesham's town mayor
accompanied by her consort cutting the ribbon.
School bubbles took it in turn to walk around the track while DJ Nick Kilby
played our favorite tunes.
A day of fun and laughter lifted everyone's spirits and raised over £400 for
this great cause.
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Summer Term in Blossom House
It’s hard to believe that we are quickly heading towards the summer holidays, where has the
term gone??
We have had….

Dancing, Shopping and parks

Cooking, Playground and forest.
Exciting times ahead with building works taking place over the summer ready for September
and welcoming new faces into Blossom House…however although everyone is looking forward
to the summer holiday ahead, it is sad to be losing three of our young people. Although
moving onto their next adventure, they will be missed and myself and the team want to wish
them well.
We would like to thank all the parents and carers for their support over the last year, and
hope you all have a wonderful summer holiday. See you in September. Sharan and Team
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Marvellous Maths!!
Maths has always been one of those subjects that divides (ha-ha!) opinion. It is either the subject you look forward
to, or one that you fear because it can be challenging. These opinions are shaped at school and often in the way that
Maths is taught.
Children learn in different ways and by having knowledge exposed to them in a variety of teaching methods can
make the learning experience more enjoyable and more memorable. Creating those memories for our youngsters
can involve teaching maths in a way that the student least expects.
In 3MR, we try to make Maths’s fun and engaging. In learning about tens and units, we turned the students into
values of either a ten or a unit and challenged them to group together to form larger numbers.

When learning about time – we made our own massive clocks on the floor of the hall!
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The students found it hard to understand about fractions until we made a giant pizza on the playground and used
our bodies to divide it into halves and quarters. We used red cones to add pepperoni!

Hopefully these lessons will live long in the memory and help students develop their Maths understanding.
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Mr Duffin
To celebrate the end of Ramadan and Amarah fasting for 30 days, Lauren and
the 6th form staff decided to get a cake and presents and show our support for
different cultures.
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Academic Year 2020 – 2021
SUMMER TERM 2021
20th

TERM STARTS

Tuesday

TERM ENDS
HALF TERM WEEK

Friday 28th May 2021
Monday 31st May – Friday 4th June
2021
Monday 7th June 2021
Wednesday 21st July 2021

TERM STARTS
TERM ENDS

April 2021

PD Day – Monday 19th April
2021
May Bank Holiday – Monday
3rd May 2021

Academic Year 2021 - 2022
AUTUMN TERM 2021
TERM STARTS

Monday 6th September 2021

PD Day – Thursday 2nd & Friday 3rd
September 2021.

TERM ENDS

Thursday 21st October 2021

PD Day – Friday 22nd October 2021

HALF TERM WEEK

Monday 25th October 2021 – Friday
29th October 2021
Monday 1st November 2021
Friday 17th December 2021

TERM STARTS
TERM ENDS

SPRING TERM 2022
TERM STARTS

Wednesday 5th January 2022

TERM ENDS

Friday 18th February

HALF TERM WEEK
TERM STARTS

Monday 21st February – Friday 25th
February 2022
Monday 28th February 2022

TERM ENDS

Friday 8th April 2022

PD Day - Tuesday 4th January
2022

SUMMER TERM 2022
TERM STARTS

Monday 25th April 2022

TERM ENDS

Friday 27th May

HALF TERM WEEK
TERM STARTS

Monday 30th May – Friday 3rd June
2022
Tuesday 7th June 2022

TERM ENDS

Thursday 21st July 2022
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May Bank Holiday – Monday
2nd May 2022
Bank Holiday – Thursday 2nd
June & Friday 3rd June 2022
PD Day – Monday 6th June 2022

The early publication of these term dates enables holidays to be booked during the school closure periods in
line with school attendance requirements.
All dates may be subject to change.

Please note PD Days are provisional at this stage.
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